How to Perform Security Audits on Linux With Lynis

Whether you're a Linux administrator or user, having a secure server or PC should be a top priority. Although Linux is a secure operating system, it is also susceptible to attacks or security breaches just like other OSes.

In this guide, you'll learn how to audit and scan for security vulnerabilities and loopholes on your Linux machine using Lynis. Lynis is an open-source tool and is available on most Unix-based operating systems such as Linux, macOS, Solaris, FreeBSD, etc.

Date command usage in Linux - TREND OCEANS

The date command is part of the Coreutils package, and it is mainly used to get the date in a different type of format with various available options.

At first, the date command may seem like a simple utility to you, but once you try to execute the date command with different utilities, you will realize the real power.

A date command can be handy in bash scripting, backup, and the limation is your imagination.

In this article, you will see the basic to advanced usage of the date command in Linux.

Analyze Network Traffic using Zeek - kifarunix.com
In this tutorial, you will learn how to analyze network traffic using Zeek. Zeek is a world’s leading passive network security monitoring tool that sits on the network and reads all the traffic passing through the network, parses them into a high-level events that can then be passed through Zeek policy script interpreter which then generates comprehensive record/logs of every connection seen on the wire including all HTTP sessions with their requested URIs, key headers, MIME types, and server responses; DNS requests with replies; SSL certificates; key content of SMTP sessions e.t.c.
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